Gaussian errors such as excitation losses, thermal noise and additive Gaussian noise errors are key challenges in realizing large-scale fault-tolerant continuous-variable (CV) quantum information processing and therefore bosonic quantum error correction (QEC) is essential. In many bosonic QEC schemes proposed so far, a finite dimensional discrete-variable (DV) quantum system is encoded into noisy CV systems. In this case, the bosonic nature of the physical CV systems is lost at the error-corrected logical level. On the other hand, there are several proposals for encoding an infinite dimensional CV system into noisy CV systems. However, these CV-into-CV encoding schemes are in the class of Gaussian quantum error correction and therefore cannot correct practically relevant Gaussian errors due to established no-go theorems which state that Gaussian errors cannot be corrected by Gaussian QEC schemes. Here, we work around these no-go results and show that it is possible to correct Gaussian errors using GKP states as non-Gaussian resources. In particular, we propose a family of non-Gaussian quantum error-correcting codes, GKP-repetition codes, and demonstrate that they can correct additive Gaussian noise errors. In addition, we generalize our GKP-repetition codes to an even broader class of non-Gaussian QEC codes, namely, GKP-stabilizer codes and show that there exists a highly hardware-efficient GKP-stabilizer code, the two-mode GKP-squeezed-repetition code, that can quadratically suppress additive Gaussian noise errors in both the position and momentum quadratures. Moreover, for any GKP-stabilizer code, we show that logical Gaussian operations can be readily implemented by using only physical Gaussian operations. Finally, we also discuss how our GKP-stabilizer coding schemes can be used to correct Gaussian excitation losses and thermal noise as well as additive Gaussian noise errors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Harmonic oscillator modes or continuous-variable (CV) quantum systems are ubiquitous in various quantum computing and communication architectures [1, 2] and provide unique advantages, for example, to quantum simulation of bosonic systems such as boson sampling [3] and simulation of vibrational quantum dynamics of molecules [4, 5] . Since CV quantum information processing is typically implemented by using harmonic oscillator modes in photonic or phononic systems, realistic imperfections such as photon (or phonon) losses, thermal noise and dephasing noise are major challenges for realizing large-scale fault-tolerant CV quantum information processing. For example, while an ideal bosonic system may be able to exhibit quantum computational advantage over classical computers through boson sampling [3] , it is unclear whether such an advantage will still remain even when a constant fraction of photons is lost [6] .
Similar to the discrete-variable (DV) case [7] , bosonic quantum error correction (QEC) [8] will be essential for scalable fault-tolerant CV quantum information processing. In many bosonic QEC schemes proposed so far, a finite dimensional DV system is encoded into an oscillator [9] [10] [11] [12] or into many oscillators [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . For example, in the case of a Schrödinger cat code [9, 11] , a 2-dimensional logical qubit is encoded into an oscillator by using even and odd Schrödinger cat states: |0 L ∝ |α + | − α and |1 L ∝ |α − | − α . Thanks to the inherent hardware efficiency, various qubit-intoan-oscillator schemes (including the Schrödinger cat code) have been realized experimentally [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . However, in such * kyungjoo.noh@yale.edu † liang.jiang@yale.edu DV-into-CV QEC schemes, the bosonic nature of the physical oscillator modes is lost at the logical level because the error-corrected logical system is described by discrete variables such as Pauli operators. Therefore, the error-corrected logical DV system is not itself tailored to CV quantum information processing tasks.
On the other hand, if an infinite dimensional CV system is encoded into noisy CV systems (i.e., CV-into-CV QEC), such an error-corrected bosonic system will still be tailored to, e.g., boson sampling [3] and simulation of vibrational quantum dynamics of molecules [4, 5] . There have been several proposals for encoding an oscillator mode into many oscillators [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . For example, in the case of the three-mode Gaussian-repetition code [28, 29] , an infinite dimensional oscillator mode is encoded into three oscillators by repeatedly appending position eigenstates: |q L = q ≡ |q 1 = q |q 2 = q |q 3 = q . Here, q can be any real number and thus the logical Hilbert space is infinite dimensional.
In general, CV-into-CV QEC is more challenging than DVinto-CV QEC because in the former we aim to protect an infinite dimensional bosonic Hilbert space against relevant errors, whereas in the latter we only aim to protect a finite dimensional Hilbert space embedded in infinite dimensional bosonic modes. Indeed, while there exist many DV-into-CV QEC schemes that can correct experimentally relevant Gaussian errors [8] , none of the previously proposed CV-into-CV QEC schemes can correct Gaussian errors because they are Gaussian quantum error correction schemes, and established no-go theorems state that Gaussian errors cannot be corrected by Gaussian QEC schemes [20, 35, 36] . Since Gaussian errors include excitation losses, thermal noise and additive Gaussian noise errors which are ubiquitous in many realistic CV quantum systems, these no-go results set a hard limit on the practical utility of the proposed Gaussian QEC schemes. In this paper, we circumvent the established no-go results and provide non-Gaussian CV-into-CV QEC schemes that can correct Gaussian errors using GKP states [10] as non-Gaussian resources. Our paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we briefly review common non-Gaussian resources and summarize known properties of the GKP state that will be used in later sections. In Section III, we introduce a family of non-Gaussian CV-into-CV QEC schemes, namely, GKP-repetition codes and demonstrate that it is indeed possible to correct Gaussian errors using GKP-repetition codes. In Section IV, we generalize GKP-repetition codes and propose an even broader class of non-Gaussian QEC schemes, called GKP-stabilizer codes. In particular, in Subsection IV A, we show that there exists a highly hardware-efficient GKPstabilizer code, the two-mode GKP-squeezed-stabilizer code, that can quadratically suppress additive Gaussian noise errors in both the position and momentum quadratures by using only one ancillary bosonic mode. In Subsection IV B, we show that, for any GKP-stabilizer codes, logical Gaussian operations can be readily implemented by using only physical Gaussian operations which are available in many experimental systems. In Section V, we briefly discuss experimental realization of our schemes and realistic imperfections.
II. GKP STATES AS NON-GAUSSIAN RESOURCES
The established no-go theorems on Gaussian QEC schemes [20, 35, 36] make it clear that non-Gaussian resources are necessary for correcting Gaussian errors while preserving the bosonic nature at the error-corrected logical level. The most common non-Gaussian resources are the single photon Fock state and photon number measurements which are useful for (error-uncorrected) universal CV quantum computation via the KLM protocol [37] and boson sampling [3] . Other useful non-Gaussian resources include Kerr non-linearity [38] , cubic phase state (and gate) [10] , SNAP gate [39] , Schrödinger cat states [9] and GKP states [10] . Notably, GKP states have recently been shown to be valuable non-Gaussian resources which, when combined with Gaussian operations, allow faulttolerant universal DV quantum computation via DV-into-CV GKP codes [40] .
Among these non-Gaussian resources, we show that GKP states are particularly useful, not only for error-corrected DV quantum information processing, but also for error-corrected CV quantum information processing. Specifically, we use GKP states as non-Gaussian resources to construct a family of non-Gaussian CV-into-CV QEC codes that can correct various Gaussian errors while still preserving the bosonic character of the encoded system. Below, we briefly review the key properties of GKP states which will be used in later sections.
We cast the GKP state as a tool to work around the Heisenberg uncertainty principle which states that the position and momentum operatorsq ≡ (â † +â)/ √ 2 andp ≡ i(â † − a)/ √ 2 cannot be measured simultaneously because they do not commute with each other (i.e., [q,p] = i = 0). Despite the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, the following displacement operatorsŜ
do commute with each other and therefore can be measured simultaneously [10] . Since measuringŜ q = exp[i √ 2πq] and S p ≡ exp[−i √ 2πp] is equivalent to measuring their exponents i √ 2πq and −i √ 2πp modulo 2πi, the commutativity of S q andŜ p implies that the position and momentum operators can indeed be measured simultaneously if they are measured modulo √ 2π . The canonical GKP state (or the grid state) [10, 41] is defined as the unique (up to an overall phase) simultaneous eigenstate of the two commuting displacement opera-torsŜ q andŜ p with unit eigenvalues. Explicitly, the canonical GKP state is given by
and thus clearly has definite values for both the position and momentum operators modulo √ 2π , i.e.,q =p = 0 mod √ 2π .
Ideally, the canonical GKP state has an infinite average photon number because it is superpositions of infinitely many ( n∈Z ) infinitely squeezed states (|q = √ 2π n or |p = √ 2π n ). However, one can define an approximate GKP state with a finite average photon number by applying a non-unitary operator exp[−∆ 2n ] to the canonical GKP state and then normalizing the output state: |GKP ∆ ∝ exp[−∆ 2n ]|GKP [10] . In Fig. 1 (a) , we plot the Wigner function of the canonical GKP state with an average photon numbern = 5. Negative peaks in the Wigner function clearly indicate that the canonical GKP state is a non-Gaussian state.
There are many proposals for preparing a GKP state in various experimental platforms [10, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] . Notably, the proposal in [42] has recently been realized in a trapped ion system [25, 26] and the one in Ref. [46] has recently been realized in a circuit QED system [27] . We also remark that such an ability to prepare the canonical GKP state allows us to measure the position (momentum) operator modulo √ 2π when combined with the SUM (DIFFERENCE) gate and homodyne measurement of the position (momentum) operator (see Fig. 1 (b) and Ref. [10] for more details). Definitions of the SUM and DIFFERENCE gates are given below. The canonical GKP state ( Fig. 1 (a) ) and the modular measurements of the position and momentum operators ( Fig. 1 (b) ) are the key non-Gaussian resources in our CV-into-CV QEC schemes introduced below.
In the following section, we construct a family of non-Gaussian QEC codes, namely, GKP-repetition codes and demonstrate that they can correct additive Gaussian noise errors. That is, we circumvent the established no-go results on Gaussian QEC schemes [20, 35, 36] by using the canonical GKP state as a non-Gaussian resource. In Section V, we will address issues related to the use of more realistic approximate GKP states.
III. GKP-REPETITION CODES
Quantum error-correcting codes work by hiding the quantum information from the environment by storing the logical state in a non-local entangled state of the physical components. In the case of the scheme we present below, a data oscillator mode is entangled via Gaussian operations with ancilla oscillator modes, which are initially in the canonical GKP states, in a manner that prevents the environment from learning about the logically encoded state. Like DV-into-CV GKP codes [10] , our CV-into-CV QEC schemes are specifically designed to protect against random displacement errors. Also, it succeeds because we assume access to non-Gaussian resources (GKP states and modular quadrature measurements) that are unavailable to the environment.
More explicitly, we propose the following encoding of an arbitrary bosonic state |ψ = dqψ(q)|q 1 = q into N oscillator modes,
and call this encoding the N -mode GKP-repetition code (see Fig. 2 (a) for the encoding circuit). We refer to the first mode as the data mode and all the other modes as the ancilla modes because the information was stored only in the first mode before the application of the encoding circuit. |GKP k ∝ n∈Z |q k = √ 2π n is the canonical GKP state in the k th bosonic mode where k ∈ {2, · · · , N }. The SUM gate SUM j→k ≡ exp[−iq jpk ] (j = k) is a CV analog of the DV CNOT gate which, in the Heisenberg picture, transformŝ q k andp j intoq k +q j andp j −p k and leaves all the other quadrature operators unchanged. By the encoding circuit, the quadrature operators are transformed intô
where k ∈ {2, · · · , N }. Note that the sequential application of the SUM gates in the encoding circuit is analogous to the sequence of the CNOT gates in the encoding circuit of the N -bit repetition code for qubit bit-flip errors: This is why we refer to the encoding in Eq. (3) as the N -mode GKP-repetition code.
We then assume that the oscillator modes undergo independent and identically distributed (iid) additive Gaussian noise errors (or Gaussian random displacement errors
is an additive Gaussian noise error acting on the k th mode which, in the Heisenberg picture, adds Gaussian random noises ξ (k) q and ξ (k) p to the position and momentum operators of the k th mode, i.e.,
Here, ξ That is,
The notation B 2 is based on the classification of one-mode Gaussian channels carried out in Ref. [52] .
We emphasize that additive Gaussian noise errors are generic in the sense that any excitation losses and thermal noise can be converted into an additive Gaussian noise error by applying a suitable quantum-limited amplification channel [8, 53] . For example, a pure excitation loss error with loss probability γ can be converted into an additive Gaussian noise error N B2 [σ 2 ] with σ 2 = γ (see Lemma 6 and Table 1 in Ref. [53] ).
The decoding procedure (shown in Fig. 2 (b) ) begins with the inverse of the encoding circuit, i.e., with a sequence of DIFFERENCE 1→k gates for k ∈ {2, · · · , N }, where
Upon the inverse of the encoding circuit, the transformed quadrature operators in Eq. (4) are transformed back to the original quadrature operators but the added quadrature noises ξ (1) q/p , · · · , ξ (N ) q/p in Eq. (5) are reshaped, i.e.,
where the reshaped quadrature noises are given by
for k ∈ {2, · · · , N }. Note that the position quadrature noise of the data mode ξ 
In the remainder of the decoding procedure, both the position and momentum quadrature noises of the ancilla modes are measured simultaneously modulo √ 2π (using the measurement circuits shown in Fig. 1 (b) ). By doing so, we
2π for all k ∈ {2, · · · , N }. Note that such measurements ofq k andp k modulo √ 2π are equivalent to measurements of only the reshaped ancilla quadrature noises z
. This is because the ancilla modes were initially in the canonical GKP state and thuŝ
will then be used to estimate the data position quadrature noise ξ (1) q and the ancilla momentum quadrature noises ξ (k) p such that the uncertainty of the data position quadrature noise is reduced while the ancilla momentum quadrature noises (transferred to the data momentum quadrature) do not degrade the momentum quadrature of the data mode. Below, we provide a detailed description of this estimation procedure.
From the outcomes of the measurements of z are the ones with the smallest length among the candidates that are compatible with the modular measurement outcomes. That is,z
More concretely, R s (z) equals a displaced sawtooth function with an amplitude and period s and is given by
Then, based on these estimates, we further estimate that the position quadrature noise of the data mode ξ (1) q and the momentum quadrature noises of the ancilla modes ξ
for k ∈ {2, · · · , N }. The latter estimate was chosen simply because ξ (k) p = z (k) p and the former choice is based on a maximum likelihood estimation explained in detail in Appendix A (see also Subsection IV B). Intuitively, the former estimate can be roughly understood as averaging the estimated values of the reshaped ancilla momentum quadrature noises z
such that the ancilla position quadrature noises ξ (k) q are averaged out in the limit of large N . Finally, we apply counter displacement operations exp[ip 1ξ
p ] to the data mode based on the above estimates and end up with the following logical position and momentum quadrature noises
In Appendix B, we provide explicit expressions for the probability density functions of ξ q and ξ p (which are used to obtain Fig. 3 ) in the most general case. Here, we instead focus on a simple (but important) case where σ is much smaller than √ 2π . In this case, the reshaped ancilla quadrature noises z
lie in the unambiguously distinguishable range [− π/2 , π/2 ] with a very high probability and thus we have
p . Then, the logical position and momentum quadrature noises are given by
That is, the variance of the logical position quadrature noise is reduced by a factor of N . This is due to the syndrome measurements of the reshaped ancilla position quadrature noises z
2π (for all k ∈ {2, · · · , N }) which are then used to reduce the uncertainty of the data position quadrature noise ξ (1) q . Moreover, the variance of the logical momentum quadrature noise remains unchanged despite the temporary increase (ξ
during the decoding procedure. Again, this is due to the syndrome measurements of the reshaped ancilla momentum quadrature noises z
2π which fully capture the transferred ancilla momentum quadrature noises ξ
In Fig. 3 , we plot the standard deviations of the logical quadrature noises for the two-mode GKP-repetition code (i.e., N = 2). The standard deviation of the logical position quadrature noise is indeed reduced by a factor of √ N = √ 2 (i.e., σ q = σ/ √ 2 ), while the standard deviation of the logical momentum quadrature noise remains unchanged (i.e., σ p = σ) for σ 0.3. Note that the condition σ 0.3 is translated to γ = σ 2 0.1 in the case of pure excitation losses, where γ is the pure-loss probability [8, 53] . Thus, if the standard deviation of an additive Gaussian noise error is sufficiently small, our GKP-repetition coding scheme can successfully reduce the noise of the position quadrature, while keeping the momentum quadrature noise unchanged. That is, our (non-Gaussian) GKP-repetition codes can correct additive Gaussian noise errors. We remark that in an analogous N -mode Gaussianrepetition coding scheme (presented in detail in Appendix A), the variance of the position quadrature noise is reduced by a factor of N (i.e., σ 2 q = σ 2 /N ) as in Eq. (11) but the variance of the momentum quadrature noise is increased by the same factor (i.e., σ 2 p = N σ 2 ). This implies that, in the case of Gaussian-repetition codes, the quadrature noises are only squeezed (σ q σ p = σ 2 ) instead of being corrected (σ q σ p < σ 2 ): This reaffirms the previous no-go results on Gaussian QEC schemes [20, 35, 36] .
The key difference between our GKP-repetition codes and the previous Gaussian-repetition codes is that, in the latter case, the ancilla momentum quadrature noises that are transferred to the data mode (see
p ) are left completely undetected, whereas in the former case they are captured by measuring the ancilla momentum quadrature operations modulo √ 2π . Such a limitation of Gaussian-repetition codes is in fact a general feature of any Gaussian QEC scheme which relies on homodyne measurements of quadrature operators. With homodyne measurements, one can only monitor the noise of one quadrature of a bosonic mode, while the other conjugate quadrature noise is left completely undetected.
On the other hand, we have worked around this barrier by using the canonical GKP state as a non-Gaussian resource which allows simultaneous measurements of both the position and momentum quadrature operators modulo √ 2π (see Fig. 1 ). In this regard, we emphasize that such non-Gaussian modular simultaneous measurements of both position and momentum quadrature operators (using canonical GKP states) are fundamentally different from Gaussian heterodyne measurements [54] where both quadrature operators are measured simultaneously but in a necessarily noisy manner.
Finally, we compare our GKP-repetition codes with the conventional multi-qubit repetition codes (i.e., |0 L = |0 ⊗N and |1 L = |1 ⊗N ) which can correct qubit bit-flip errors [55] . First, we observe that only two bosonic modes (N = 2) are sufficient to reduce the variance of the position quadrature noise in the case of GKP-repetition codes, whereas at least three qubits are needed to suppress qubit bit-flip errors in the case of mutli-qubit repetition codes. However, while GKPrepetition codes can be implemented in a more hardwareefficient way, they do not reduce the variance of the position quadrature noise quadratically but instead only reduced the variance by a constant factor N . On the other hand, the threequbit repetition code can reduce the bit-flip error probability quadratically from p to p L 3p 2 if p 1. Given that such a quadratic (or even higher order) suppression of errors was a key step towards fault-tolerant universal DV quantum computation [7] , it is also highly desirable in the CV case to have such a quadratic suppression of additive Gaussian noise errors going way beyond the reduction by a constant factor which was shown above.
Below, we introduce the two-mode GKP-squeezedrepetition code by adding single-mode squeezing operations to the two-mode GKP-repetition code and show that it can suppress the quadrature noises quadratically. In particular, the modified scheme can achieve such a quadratic noise suppression by using only two bosonic modes (one data mode and one ancilla mode) and therefore is hardware-efficient. In the DV case, on the contrary, at least five qubits and high-weight multi-qubit gate operations are needed to suppress both the bit-flip and phase-flip errors quadratically [56, 57] .
IV. GENERALIZATIONS OF GKP-REPETITION CODES
In this section, we generalize our GKP-repetition codes. Specifically, in Subsection IV A, we introduce the two-mode GKP-squeezed-repetition code and show that it can suppress both the position and momentum quadrature noises quadratically. In Subsection IV B, we further generalize our QEC schemes and provide an even broader class of non-Gaussian quantum error-correcting codes, namely, GKPstabilizer codes. We also show that logical Gaussian operations can be readily implemented by using only physical Gaussian operations for any GKP-stabilizer code.
A. The two-mode GKP-squeezed-repetition code
We define the two-mode GKP-squeezed-repetition code as follows:
where |ψ = dqψ(q)|q 1 = q is an arbitrary bosonic state and Sq k (λ) is the single-mode squeezing operation acting on the k th mode and transformsq k andp k into λq k andp k /λ (see Fig. 4 (a) for the encoding circuit). Note that the squeezing parameter λ is a free parameter that can be chosen at will.
The action of the encoding circuit of the two-mode GKPsqueezed-repetition code can be described by a symplectic transformationx = Sx, wherex = (q 1 ,p 1 ,q 2 ,p 2 ) T andx = (q 1 ,p 1 ,q 2 ,p 2 ) T are the original and transformed quadrature operators, and the symplectic matrix S is given by
Upon the independent and identically distributed additive Gaussian noise errors, the quadrature operatorx is fur-
. Then, the inverse of the encoding circuit in the decoding procedure (shown in Fig. 4 (b) ) transforms the quadrature operator intox =
p ) T is the reshaped quadrature noise vector which is given by
Similarly as in the case of GKP-repetition codes, information about the reshaped ancilla quadrature noises z
q /λ and z (2) p = λξ (2) p are extracted by simultaneously measuring the position and momentum quadrature operators of the ancilla mode modulo √ 2π (see Fig. 4 (b) ).
Before elaborating the detailed estimation strategy from the obtained syndrome measurement outcomes, let us briefly explain the key idea behind it. Assume λ > 1 and note that the data position quadrature noise is amplified by a factor of λ (i.e., z
q ) after the noise reshaping in the decoding procedure. On the other hand, the data momentum quadrature noise is shrunken by the same factor (see ξ
but there is an added noise transferred from the ancilla mode (see +λξ (2) p in z (2) p ). Then, by measuring the reshaped ancilla position quadrature noise z
2π , we can extract information about the amplified data position quadrature noise λξ
2π up to a small noise ξ 2 q /λ ∼ N (0, σ 2 /λ 2 ). Using this information, we can then reduce the variance of the position quadrature noise roughly by a factor of λ 2 . Similarly, by measuring the reshaped ancilla momentum quadrature noise z
2π , we can extract information about the amplified ancilla momentum quadrature noise λξ (2) p which is transferred to the data mode. Then, based on this information we can remove the transferred ancilla momentum quadrature noise and are left with the shrunken data momentum quadrature noise ξ noise by a factor of λ 2 .
Since we can reduce the variances of both the position and momentum quadrature noises by a factor of λ 2 , we may want to choose λ 1. However, we cannot increase λ indefinitely because then the reshaped ancilla quadrature noises z (2) q and z (2) p will not be contained within the unambiguously distinguishable range [− π/2 , π/2 ]. Therefore, we have to choose λ such that the reshaped ancilla quadrature noises lie mostly in the unambiguously distinguishable range. Below, we describe this decoding strategy in more detail.
Based on the outcomes of the measurements of the ancilla quadrature operators modulo √ 2π , we estimate that the reshaped ancilla quadrature noises arē
similarly as in Eq. (8) . Then, we further estimate that λξ (1) q and λξ
The latter estimate was chosen simply because λξ 
The probability density functions of these logical quadrature noises are analyzed in detail in Appendix C assuming the most general case. Here, we instead focus on an important special case where both λ 2 + 1/λ 2 σ and λσ are much smaller than √ 2π . In this case, the reshaped ancilla quadrature noises z
q /λ and z (2) p = λξ (2) p are confined within the unambiguously distinguishable range [− π/2 , π/2 ] with a very high probability.
Recall that we can freely choose the squeezing parameter λ.
Here, we choose λ = √ 2π c/σ where c 1 is a small constant. For example, c can be chosen to be c = 0.1. Under this choice, λσ = √ 2π c is guaranteed to be much smaller than √ 2π and therefore the reshaped ancilla momentum quadrature noise z (2) p = λξ (2) p will lie in the range [− π/2 , π/2 ] with a very high probability, yielding R √ 2π (λξ
p . If σ √ 2π c holds in addition to c 1, we also have λ 2 + 1/λ 2 σ √ 4π c √ 2π and therefore the reshaped ancilla position quadrature noise z
q /λ will also lie in the range [− π/2 , π/2 ] with a very high probability, yielding R √ 2π (ξ
q . Note that, for example, the condition σ √ 2π c is given by σ 0.25 if we choose c = 0.1. If the standard deviation of the input additive Gaussian noise error is sufficiently small (i.e., σ √ 2π c), λ 1 holds and the standard deviations of the logical quadrature noises in Eq. (18) are reduced by a factor of λ as explained informally above:
That is, the two-mode GKP-squeezed-repetition code can suppress both the position and momentum quadrature noises quadratically.
In Fig. 5 , we choose λ = √ 2π c/σ with c = 0.1 and plot the standard deviations σ q and σ p of the logical position and momentum quadrature noises as a function of the input standard deviation σ. As indicated by the agreement among the red, blue, dashed green and dashed yellow lines in Fig. 5 , the quadratic noise suppression analytically derived in Eq. (19) do indeed hold when σ √ 2π c = 0.25 · · · . The condition σ 0.25 corresponds to γ = σ 2 0.06 for the pure excitation loss errors, where γ is the loss probability. We again emphasize that our scheme is hardware-efficient because only two bosonic modes (one data mode and one ancilla mode) are needed to achieve the quadratic suppression of both quadrature noises.
B. GKP-stabilizer codes
In this subsection, we further generalize GKP-repetition codes (Section III) and the two-mode GKP-squeezedrepetition code (Subsection IV A) to an even broader class of non-Gaussian quantum error-correcting codes, namely, GKPstabilizer codes: We define logical code states of a general GKP-stabilizer code (encoding M oscillator modes into N os-cillator modes) as
where |Ψ is an arbitrary M -mode bosonic state andÛ Enc G is a Gaussian unitary operation (see Fig. 6 for the encoding circuit). For example, for the N -mode GKP-repetition code we have M = 1 andÛ Enc G = N k=2 SUM 1→k , and for the two-mode GKP-squeezed-repetition code M = 1, N = 2 andÛ Enc G = Sq 1 (1/λ)Sq 2 (λ)SUM 1→2 . Since one can choose any Gaussian operation as an encoding circuitÛ Enc G , our GKPstabilizer formalism is at least as flexible as the stabilizer formalism for DV quantum error-correcting codes [58] which encompasses almost all conventional multi-qubit QEC schemes. Therefore, our GKP-stabilizer formalism has a great deal of potential. For example, one can concatenate the two-mode GKP-squeezed-repetition codes and define a four-mode GKPstabilizer code that can suppress additive Gaussian noise errors to the fourth order, i.e., σ → σ 4 (or even more generally, σ → σ N using N = 2 l modes with a higher level of concatenation where l ∈ N). In addition, it will also be interesting to consider an encoding circuitÛ Enc G which is analogous to the encoding circuit of a multi-qubit surface code [59, 60] and define a CV-into-CV GKP-surface code which can be implemented locally on a 2-dimensional plane (see Ref. [20] for the DV-into-CV Toric-GKP code).
We leave finding useful GKP-stabilizer codes by exploring various Gaussian encoding circuitsÛ Enc G as a future research direction. Here, we instead provide a general decoding strategy for a general GKP-stabilizer code. Consider a general symplectic matrix S associated with the Gaussian encoding circuitÛ Enc G . Since S is a symplectic matrix, SΩS T = Ω holds where Ω is given by
(see, for example, Ref. [2] ). Then, following the same reasoning as in Subsection IV A, we obtain the reshaped quadrature noise vector z ≡ (z 
Here, the subscript x is associated with the data modes (i.e., the first M modes) and the subscript y is associated with the ancilla modes (i.e., the last N − M modes). That is, z x = (z After applying the inverse of the encoding circuit, we measure each component of the reshaped ancilla quadrature noise vector z y = (S −1 ) yx ξ x + (S −1 ) yy ξ y modulo √ 2π . For now, we ignore the fact that we can measure each component of z y only modulo √ 2π and assume that we know its exact value. Based on the extracted syndrome measurement outcome z y , we can infer that
where A yx ≡ ((S −1 ) yy ) −1 (S −1 ) yx and B yy ≡ ((S −1 ) yy ) −1 . Then, since a noise vector ξ with smaller
where I x is the 2M × 2M identity matrix. Finally, since we can only measure z y modulo √ 2π , we replace z y byz y ≡ R √ 2π (z y ) and obtain the following estimate:
We remark that the estimates in Eqs. (8) , (16) are special cases of Eq. (25) . We observe that this decoding procedure is computationally efficient because it only involves multiplications and inversions of matrices of size at most 2N × 2N , where N is the number of the physical bosonic modes.
Finally we remark that, for any GKP-stabilizer code, any logical Gaussian operation (Û Gate G ) L can be readily implemented by using only physical Gaussian operationŝ Fig. 6 ). This is because the input GKP states |GKP M +1 , · · · , |GKP N are the only non-Gaussian resources in the encoding scheme and the remaining circuitÛ Enc G is Gaussian. For example, logical displacement operations, squeezing operations and beam splitter interactions can be implemented by using only physical Gaussian operations. Thus, our GKP-stabilizer codes will be useful for realizing error-corrected boson sampling [3] and simula-tion of vibrational quantum dynamics of molecules [4, 5] .
V. DISCUSSION
In this section, we briefly discuss experimental realization of our GKP-stabilizer codes and the effects of realistic imperfections. Recall that the only required non-Gaussian resource for implementing GKP-stabilizer codes is the preparation of a canonical GKP state. Recently, approximate GKP states have been realized experimentally in a trapped ion system [25, 26] by using a heralded preparation scheme with post-selection [42] and also in a circuit QED system [27] by using a deterministic preparation scheme without post-selection [27, 46] . In this regard, we emphasize that our GKP-stabilizer coding schemes are compatible with both the deterministic and nondeterministic preparation schemes. This is because the required GKP states can be prepared offline and then injected into the error correction circuit in the middle of the decoding procedure (similar to the magic state and magic state injection for universal DV quantum computation [61] ).
We remark that near-term applications of our GKPstabilizer QEC schemes will be mainly limited by the imperfections in GKP states such as their finite photon number and limited fidelity. In this regime, since our GKP-stabilizer coding schemes are compatible with any non-deterministic GKP state preparation scheme, it will be more advantageous to sacrifice the success probability of a GKP state preparation scheme and aim to prepare a GKP state of higher quality (with a larger photon number and higher fidelity) by using post-selection, as opposed to deterministically preparing a GKP state of lower quality.
The imperfections in GKP states can be especially detrimental to the implementation of a GKP-stabilizer code involving a large squeezing parameter because such imperfections may be significantly amplified by the large squeezing operations. With this concern in mind, let us revisit the two-mode GKP-squeezed-repetition code in Subsection IV A and recall that the choice of the squeezing parameter λ = √ 2π c/σ (with a small constant c 1) was essential for achieving the quadratic suppression of additive Gaussian noise errors. If the standard deviation of the input noise is very small (i.e., σ √ 2π c), we do indeed have a huge squeezing parameter λ 1. However, we emphasize that we have designed the two-mode GKP-squeezed-repetition code very carefully so that any imperfections in GKP states are not amplified by the large squeezing operations: We elaborate more on this below.
Note that the imperfections in GKP states will introduce additional noises during the syndrome extraction procedure. To be more specific, the estimated reshaped ancilla quadrature noises in Eq. (15) will be corrupted as
where the additional noises δ GKP q and δ GKP p are due to, for example, the finite size and infidelity of the GKP states supplied to the error correction cycle. Such additional noise will then be propagated to the data mode through the miscalibrated counter displacement operations based on noisy estimates. Note, however, that the sizes of the counter displacements exp[ip 1 λξ
do not explicitly depend on λ in the λ 1 limit (see Eq. (16)). Therefore, the additional GKP noises δ GKP q and δ GKP p will simply be added to the data quadrature noises without being amplified by the large squeezing parameter λ 1. This absence of the noise amplification is a feature of our scheme and is generally not the case for a generic GKP-stabilizer code involving large squeezing operations. Therefore, the avoidance of the GKP noise amplification should be carefully taken into account in the design of GKP-stabilizer codes.
Finally, we outline several open questions. First, continuing the discussion of imperfect GKP states, it remains to be answered if there exists a family of fault-tolerant GKPstabilizer codes where the added noise from GKP states mentioned above can be suppressed arbitrarily as the system size increases when the imperfections are below a certain noise threshold. Moreover, it will be an interesting research avenue to search for a family of efficient GKP-stabilizer codes by exploring various encoding circuitsÛ Enc G . For example, one can look for GKP-stabilizer codes that can be implemented locally in a low dimensional space, or for ones with low resource overheads, or ones with high fault-tolerant threshold, if any. In addition, while logical Gaussian operations can be readily implemented by using only Gaussian operations for any GKPstabilizer codes, implementation of logical non-Gaussian operations will require some non-Gaussian resources. Thus, it will also be interesting to explore whether logical non-Gaussian operations can be implemented efficiently by using, e.g., GKP states or cubic phase states as non-Gaussian resources.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have worked around the previous no-go theorems on Gaussian QEC schemes [20, 35, 36] and proposed several CVinto-CV non-Gaussian QEC schemes, GKP-repetition codes and the two-mode GKP-squeezed-repetition code, that can correct additive Gaussian noise errors. We generalized them to an even broader class of non-Gaussian QEC codes, namely, GKP-stabilizer codes. We also showed that our proposed QEC schemes can also correct excitation losses and thermal noise as well as additive Gaussian noise errors by a suitable noise conversion through a quantum-limited amplification channel. The only required non-Gaussian resource for our GKP-stabilizer QEC schemes is the preparation of the canonical GKP state. We showed that, for any GKP-stabilizer codes, logical Gaussian operations can be readily implemented by using only physical Gaussian operations. Therefore, our GKP-stabilizer QEC schemes will be useful for realizing error-corrected boson sampling and simulation of bosonic systems. In addition, our GKP-stabilizer QEC schemes may also be able to suppress errors for quantum metrology with bosonic sensors, avoid the need for CV-DV-CV conversion for quantum communication over bosonic channels and enable faulttolerant universal CV quantum computing.
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Appendix A: Gaussian-repetition codes
Here, we introduce and analyze the N -mode Gaussianrepetition code, which is a straightforward generalization of the three-mode Gaussian-repetition code introduced in Refs. [28, 29] . In particular, we introduce the maximum likelihood estimation of the data position quadrature noise ξ (1) q for the N -mode Gaussian-repetition code, which is a key motivation behind our choice of the estimateξ (1) q given in Eq. (9) . Consider an arbitrary oscillator state |ψ = dqψ(q)|q 1 = q . The state |ψ can be embedded in N oscillator modes via the N -mode Gaussian-repetition code as follows:
where the first mode is the data mode and the rest are the ancilla modes. Note that the data position eigenstate |q 1 = q is Encoding Additive noise Decoding mapped into N k=1 |q k = q through the encoding procedure. As shown in Fig. 7 , this encoding can be realized by applying a sequence of Gaussian SUM gates SUM 1→k ≡ exp[−iq 1pk ] where k ∈ {2, · · · , N }. Upon the encoding circuit, the quadrature operators are transformed intô
as in Eq. (4) where k ∈ {2, · · · , N }. We then assume that the oscillator modes undergo independent and identically distributed additive Gaussian noise errors N = 
The goal of the decoding procedure (shown in Fig. 7 ) is to extract some information about the added noises ξ (k) q and ξ (k) p (k ∈ {1, · · · , N }) through a set of syndrome measurements. The decoding procedure begins with the inverse of the encoding circuit, i.e., by a sequence of DIFFERENCE gates DIFFERENCE 1→k ≡ exp[iq 1pk ] for k ∈ {2, · · · , N }. Upon the inverse of the encoding circuit, the quadrature operators are transformed intoq k →q k + z
as in Eq. (7) where k ∈ {2, · · · , N }. Then, by performing homodyne measurements of the ancilla position quadrature op-erators, we can exactly extract the values of
for all k ∈ {2, · · · , N }. This is because the ancilla modes are initially in the position eigenstates |q k = 0 and thus mea-
for all k ∈ {2, · · · , N }. Note, however, that we cannot extract any information about the reshaped momentum quadrature noises z
p . This will later turn out to be the key limitation of Gaussian-repetition codes.
From the extracted values of z
q , we can infer that position quadrature noises are given by ξ q ≡ (ξ
Then, the undetermined data position quadrature noise ξ (1) q can be estimated by a maximum likelihood estimation: Since noises with smaller | ξ q | 2 ≡ N k=1 (ξ (k) q ) 2 are more likely, we estimate that ξ
from the syndrome measurement outcomes z
. This is the main reason why we choseξ q . Finally, the decoding procedure ends with an application of the counter displacement operation exp[ip 1ξ (1) q ] to the data oscillator mode (see Fig.  7 ).
As a result of the encoding and decoding procedures, we end up with a logical additive noise errorq 1 →q 1 + ξ q and p 1 →p 1 + ξ p of the data oscillator mode, where the logical quadrature noises are given by
Thus, the variance of the position quadrature noise is reduced by a factor of N , but the variance of the momentum quadrature noise is increased by the same factor. The latter increase is due to the fact that the ancilla momentum quadrature noises which are transferred to the data momentum quadrature (see
p ) are left completely undetected by the position homodyne measurements during the syndrome extraction stage. As a result, the product of the noise standard deviations remains unchanged at the end of the error correction procedure (i.e., σ q σ p = σ 2 ). This implies that Gaussianrepetition codes can only squeeze the Gaussian quadrature noises but cannot actually correct them. This reaffirms the previous no-go results [20, 35, 36] .
In Section III in the main text, we modify these Gaussianrepetition codes and introduce a family of GKP-repetition codes that can indeed correct additive Gaussian noise errors. Specifically, we replace several Gaussian elements in the Gaussian-repetition code by non-Gaussian ones involving the canonical GKP state, such that we can only benefit from the decreased position noise variance by a factor of N , while preventing the momentum noise variance from increasing by the same factor. Here, we provide explicit expressions for the probability density functions of the logical quadrature noises ξ q and ξ p for the N -mode GKP-repetition code, which are given in Eq. (10) in the main text. Recall that the logical quadrature noises ξ q and ξ p for the N -mode GKP-repetition are given by
where (ξ
and R s (z) ≡ z − n (z)s and n (z) ≡ argmin n∈Z |z − ns|. Let p σ (z) denote the probability density function of a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance σ 2 , i.e., p σ (z) ≡ (1/ √ 2πσ 2 ) exp[−z 2 /(2σ 2 )]. Then, the probability density functions Q(ξ q ) and P (ξ p ) of the logical quadrature noises ξ q and ξ p are given by
and
where δ(x) is the Dirac delta function. Note that R s (z) can be expressed as 
where I{C} is an indicator function, i.e., I{C} = 1 if C is true I{C} = 0 if C is false. Then, using Eq. (B4), we can make Q(ξ q ) and P (ξ p ) in Eqs. (B2),(B3) more explicit as follows:
and P (ξ p ) = n2,··· ,nn∈Z Fig. 3 in the main text is obtained by numerically computing these probability density functions and then evaluating the standard deviations of the obtained probability density functions.
Appendix C: Probability density of the logical quadrature noises: The two-mode GKP-squeezed-repetition code
Here, we first show that the maximum likelihood argument yields the estimate λξ (1) q in Eq. (16) for the two-mode GKP-squeezed-repetition code. Recall that we extract the value of z
2π . For now, let us ignore the fact that we can measure z (2) q only modulo √ 2π and assume that we know its exact value. Then, we can infer that the position quadrature noises are given by ξ q = (ξ q ). Since noises with smaller | ξ q | 2 are more likely, we estimate that ξ
Since we only know the value of z 
q ) and end up with the estimate λξ (1) q given in Eq. (16) . Now we provide explicit expression for the probability density functions of the logical quadrature noises ξ q and ξ p for the two-mode GKP-squeezed-repetition code. Recall Eq. (17):
q , ξ
(2) p ) ∼ iid N (0, σ 2 ). Similarly as in Appendix B, using Eq. (B4), we find that the probability density functions of the quadrature noises are given by
(C4) Fig. 5 in the main text is obtained by numerically computing these probability density functions and then evaluating the standard deviations of the obtained probability density functions.
